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Chapter 71:Unlocking Two Passives 

After Felix sent Olivia away, he immediately went to take a shower first and change his dirty clothes. 

15 minutes later... 

He stepped outside naked with only a short towel covering his nether region. 

After a while, he got dressed properly and sat on the side of his bed with his eyes closed in deep 

concentration. 

Felix was currently reading the newly unlocked information after reaching 15% in integration. This 

information might only display the name of the ability he unlocked, or sometimes, it might even 

introduce all the details about it. 

A few seconds later, he opened his eyes with a dumbstruck expression on his face, not daring to believe 

what he just read. 

"What the fuck, How could I obtain two passives at once?!!" He exclaimed out loud while standing 

suddenly from the bed after seeing that he unlocked two passives from the passive pool! 

This had never happened before to anyone, not even for a 6th stage bloodliner. Everyone was bound to 

have only 1 ability picked from the ability pools after completing each 15% of integration until they 

reach 99% with a total of 6 abilities. Three passives, Three actives. 

But Felix somehow picked 2 passive at once just from reaching 15% a single time! 

"This is big, this is so fucking huge!!" 

Felix gripped his fists tightly in excitement over the meaning of being able to pick two abilities each 15%. 

He understood pretty clearly that if he was able to unlock two abilities in each 15%, it meant that in 

every stage of his bloodline path, he would have a total of 12 abilities! Double the amount of everyone! 

6 Passives and 6 active abilities. 

A number only a peak 6th stage bloodliner managed to get after a hellish journey in his bloodline path. 

But still, Felix might be able to share the same number of abilities as them, it didn't mean that he had 

the same strength as them. Heck, he would be flattened into pastry by one slap from a bloodliner of 

such strength. 

After all, each replacement stage boosted the body, the mental, and the energy tank immensely. To the 

point, a peak 6th stage bloodliner was able to resist a 4th stage most powerful attack merely by his 

physical or mental defenses. It didn't matter if the attack was elemental, physical, or mental. 

Such a gap in integration wasn't closed easily by abilities. 

Nevertheless, Felix having 12 abilities in the purification stage, where his peers only had 6 abilities, was 

truly pure bullying. 



However, all of this was merely a hypothesis of Felix after seeing that he obtained two abilities at once. 

It could be just a one-time thing or he simply got lucky and picked two passives instead of one. 

So he self-controlled his excitement and lowered it down a notch. He then started pondering deeply on 

the cause of this anomaly. 

Honestly, it was pretty obvious that it must have been the primogenitor bloodline doing. 

After all, he controlled the poison element like a limb. How could he have a limit to the number of 

abilities or such bullshit that only commoners like Felix had? 

It made no sense for a being at the peak of the universe to have such limitations to his strength. 

This signified that Felix, who merged with its bloodline should have either the limitation removed, or at 

least reduced just like in this case. 

After analyzing the reason of the anomaly, Felix dropped the matter entirely, since only after reaching 

the lesser purity would he knows if what he concluded was correct or false. 

"Let's take a look at those passives. I hope lady luck smile on me and pick something worthy of this 

bloodline." Felix prayed for good luck with closed eyes, trying to continue reading the information from 

where he left. 

A few moments later, he opened his eyes with creases on his forehead, frowning over the passives 

names that he just read. 

"Super Strength is a pretty standard passive that is known for being one of the best ones in the passive 

pool. But what the hell is Poison Immunity? Does it mean I will have complete immunity to all types of 

poison?!" 

Confused and somewhat elated, he scratched his chin and reread the names of the passives he just 

unlocked. 

*Super Strength* and *Poison Immunity*. 

He totally ignored the 1st one, as it was a fairly known ability that could be unlocked from the majority 

of beasts. However, the 2nd one truly messed up his head, as he never heard of it before! 

There was no such thing as *Poison Immunity*, but merely, *Mild Poison Resistance*, or at best 

*Advanced Poison Resistance. 

As for immunities? That was only possible for a specific type of poison. For example, *Paralyze 

Immunity*, *Dizziness Immunity*, or even *Headache Immunity*. 

But to have total immunity to all types of poisons in the whole wide universe?! His mind just couldn't 

comprehend how was that possible. 

"Fuck it, there is only one way to find out." 



He clicked on his spatial card inventory, then tapped on the Double-Headed Viper Poison Gland that he 

bought before to test the limit of his poison resistance. He assumed that he would unlock it if he merged 

with the AnoMamba bloodline. 

Because it was common knowledge that the first passive ability was almost always a resistance, 

immunity, or a defensive passive. Rarely someone would unlock an offensive one from the passive pool 

at the very start. 

But now he planned to test the total immunity claim by using the famous Viper poison gland that could 

instantly kill a commoner with a single touch or a whiff. 

Felix did not drink the gland or bath in it. He simply brought a bucket from the bathroom and popped a 

tiny hole on the gland skin, pouring the content slowly in the bucket. 

After doing so, he retrieved the gland to his spatial card, not daring to throw it in the trash, lest it kills a 

servent by accidentally touching it. 

Felix stared at the purplish poison in the bucket with an eager expression. There was not a hint of 

nervousness or fear in his eyes. 

After all, he spent the majority of his past life playing with all types of poisons and toxic objects. 

So without hesitation, he submerged his hand in the bucket for a couple of seconds. Yet, he felt 

absolutely nothing on his skin. Just like his hand was in a bucket filled with warm water and not deadly 

poison. 

Thrilled, his lips couldn't help but spread wider and wider until it created a creepy grin on his face. 

"Hehe, for me to feel warmness instead of pain while touching this deadly poison, it only means that I 

truly obtained immunity." Felix murmured lightly while lifting his hand from the bucket slowly after the 

successful test. 

But he kept it above the bucket to drip from the poison, as he didn't want his carpet to have some drops 

on it. The last thing he wanted was for his room to have a deadly poison smell. 

After a while, he cleaned his hand thoroughly with his shirt. Then lifted the bucket in front of his mouth 

and drunk a mouthful unworried about the consequences. 

"F*ck me!! How can poison be this delicious?!" He cleaned his mouth with the same shirt while burping 

in enjoyment. 

"Did this passive mess with my tasting buds?" He wondered in bewilderment after not expecting it to 

taste that good. 

He knew that drinking poison wouldn't harm him, but merely give him stomachache in a worse scenario. 

However, to actually taste like a cold cola during summer, was truly a surprise for him. 

After successfully testing his new immunity. He retrieved the bucket and the shirt within his spatial card, 

not leaving anything in the room that had any relation to poison. 



"Just this passive alone made all my efforts and coins that I wasted worth it. Not to mention having extra 

passive." He said with a heartful laugh after seeing the pleasant returns of chasing after this unknown 

demanding bloodline path. 

This only made his resolve to continue threading on it more firm. 

"It's time to test the super-strength passive. Hopefully, I obtained a good boost." He lay on the bed with 

a smile and requested the Queen to log him in. 

Chapter 72:Testing The Passive Abilities 

He decided to test his ability in the UVR, and not do it in the family gym since he knew that the 

equipment wouldn't be able to handle his newly enhanced strength or provide a concrete 

measurement. 

However, in the UVR there was a building called, The Ability Measurement Center, specifically made to 

test the bloodliners' abilities. It didn't matter how unique or strong the ability was, the center could 

definitely provide necessary help to obtain a precise measurement of it. 

... 

15 minutes later... 

Felix was inside the building, standing on a large floor packed with all types of humans waiting for their 

turn to enter the measurement rooms, in order to test whatever ability in their possession. 

Felix didn't want to wait hours until his turn arrives, so he paid the VIP fees and went upstairs to use the 

best rooms in the center. 

After paying a hefty fine, he took the elevator and entered the room that was designated for him. 

Immediately after stepping inside, an AI monotonous voice resounded clearly in the room. "Dear Sir, 

what types of abilities you want to test, physical, elemental, or mental?" 

"Physical please." He answered. 

"As you wish sir." 

The moment the AI finished speaking, the entire room morphed into a wide room with a massive area to 

move in freely. Then, all sorts of testing and precise measuring machines were erected all around the 

place. 

Some measured the weight, strength, power, firmness. agility, endurance, and more. 

While others measured sharpness, penetration, and destruction caused by either a morphing passive 

ability that could turn an arm in a cleaver, or a hand morphed into a hummer, and more of such physical 

offensive abilities. 

After all, just because an element was needed to merge with a bloodline, it didn't mean that a 

bloodliner wouldn't unlock the physical abilities of the beast he used. 

Everything was on the table when it came to picking abilities from the massive abilities pool. 



Felix did not bother looking at the majority of those machines, he simply walked towards the punching 

measurement machine and took a deep breath, then punched with all of his strength, holding absolutely 

nothing. 

The machine did not budge or make loud noises, it merely did its job silently and calculated the punch's 

force. 

Felix lifted his head and glanced at the final calculation that showcased a whopping 2100 BF! 

"How can this be real?" He exclaimed in disbelief, not daring to believe that he broke through the 2k 

mark from just one passive! 

After all, 2100 BF meant he had the same physical strength as a 2nd stage bloodliner! 

This was the measurement unit used in the UVR for the human bloodline system. BF meant Bloodline 

Force, while each 1000 BF signified one replacement stage. 

So for Felix to have a whopping 2100 BF before even reaching the lesser purity, it made him a beast 

wearing human skin. In his current integration level, he supposed to have only 150 BF! 

If he told anyone that he actually received a 1950 BF boost from *Super Strength* passive, they would 

probably roll their eyes in his direction, totally ignoring his bullshit. 

1950 BF? 

What a joke! The largest ever recorded *Super Strength* passive boost was merely 900 BF! That was 

even from a legendary tier 7 bloodline! 

Felix knew so as well, thus he kept clutching his fist then releasing it over and over again, not daring to 

believe that his pale thin hand was holding such a fearsome force that could slap a commoner to death. 

After a few moments, he got his shit together and decided to continue his testing. 

He did a standard three punches using only 50% of his power. Yet the final result was 3 different 

calculations. 

Felix sighed after seeing this, as he knew that his control was quite bad and needed to be worked upon. 

Otherwise, he would keep wasting his energy while throwing punches imprecisely like a monkey. Even 

worse, harm the people who were close to him if he lacked control for a split second. 

Commoners and bloodliners never hang around much in real-life due to this. 

After finishing his punching test, he decided to measure his leg force, as well as his defense. 

He walked towards a machine that had 5 kicking pads installed on it. Each with a specific height to test 

any leg techniques he wanted. 

But Felix focused only on the middle pad, totally ignoring the others, as he absolutely had no idea how 

to fight in melee form using martial techniques. 

His style of fighting was a more elemental range based than physical melee based. 



That's why; he was not excited much after finding out that he obtained a physical type passive before. 

But, that's all changed after seeing the gigantic boost he received, which could overwhelm anyone by 

pure brutal strength without relying on techniques. 

Felix kicked pad using all of his force, then retreated back, waiting for the results to appear. 

A few seconds later, a staggering 2800 BF was shown on the screen. 

"Not bad." 

Satisfied, he nodded his head with a content smile on his face. He wasn't surprised by the number, as he 

knew that a full-blown kick was always stronger than a punch. 

However, punches were roughly 6 times stronger when one had a proper technique in punching. 

In a nutshell, punch was better than kicks in a fight but kicks were much more powerful in terms of 

power. Thus, balancing their advantages and disadvantages. 

Felix did not linger more in front of the machine, but directly walked towards the defensive platform, 

that had all kind of ways to test a bloodliner defense and resistances. 

Felix did not try them all but chose only four machines: 

One for skin defense against heavy attacks, such as punches, legs, and flat weapons. 

Second for skin defense against sharp weapons or abilities. 

Third, for mental defenses against mental type abilities, such as *Mind control*. 

Lastly, one used for poison resistance testing. 

Felix chose the last machine merely to see his body reaction against different types of poisons, and not 

to see if he had total immunity. Since the viper gland was enough for him to make that decision, based 

on his long experience dealing with poison and toxins. 

... 

After an hour or so, he finished testing all of them and realized that his defenses increased immensely, 

as now he could resist a full-blown attack of a bloodliner in the purification realm just by his physical 

defenses. 

However, for the 1st stage and 2nd stage bloodliners, he had to be careful against them, since one 

sneaky attack on his vitals could actually heavily wound him. 

Those were just physically based attacks, as for defenses against mental type abilities, Felix was 

absolutely naked before them. The passive didn't cover for his mental strength as well. That was a whole 

other passive. 

Meanwhile, the poison Immunity turned to be just like he expected, as not a single poison inducement 

managed to affect him. 

The only difference he found was that each poison had a different flavor, some tasted like orange juice, 

some like barbecue sauce. 



Hell, he even began to worry about how he was going to identify if he got poisoned or not by someone 

when everything tasted so delicious. 

After this round of testing, Felix decided to return back to the punching machine and start training 

controlling his strength before he gets kicked out of the room. He didn't pay for VIP treatment just not 

take advantage of it. 

1 hour later... 

He logged out from the UVR satisfied by the whole experience and the passive abilities that he unlocked, 

which would definitely make him bully low Elo scrubs within the Supremacy Game. 

Chapter 73:One Day Before The Movie Release 

Time quickly passed as the day of the movie release was fast approaching. 

Felix got contacted by the studio exactly 8 days before the movie official release to sign on the contract. 

Of course, there was some push and pull by him and the studio lawyer over the contract condition and 

details. But, Felix never reduced his 39% share offer no matter what the lawyer said or threatened. 

He was this headstrong about it because he already received news from a staff he bribed heavily, that 

the investors who got interested in competing with him pulled out, after realizing that he was merely an 

amateur investor without reputation. 

So they retreated, not daring to take the risk with him anymore, especially after being mailed secretly by 

someone about some scandals during the filming. 

Felix was of course the one who did this, to turn them off even more about taking a bite from his pie. 

He was never worried about them releasing those scandals to defame the movie because there was no 

concrete evidence about those scandals, and fans only believed in hard proofs and not rumors in the 

UVR, the place where scams and lies were running rampage everywhere. 

Thus, Felix managed to sign the contract successfully without losing his shares, and he had to reluctantly 

hand over the 300 million SC to the studio, so it could used fully to market and advertise Human 

Melodies for an entire week widely in Alexander's kingdom UVR territory. 

.... 

One day before the movie release, Felix was currently roaming again the resources market for high-

grade stones after devouring all the batches that he bought. 

But sadly, every shop he knocked on and asked about them, he was sent away with a head shake, 

entailing that the stock was empty. 

Felix was not the only one who wanted those stones, but every other 3rd stage or above bloodliner 

needed them to recover their energy, as the capacity of their tank gets larger after their bodies get 

enhanced in each replacement. Hence, low and medium grade stones had absolutely no effect on them 

or were too cumbersome to absorb. 



"I guess I sucked this city completely dry from those stones." He sighed in dejection, as he left the shop 

with a slumped shoulders. 

Suddenly a loud feminine advertisement was played above his head in a large screen that was placed on 

a building. 

"Human Melodies will be available live in each Cinema tomorrow at 08:00 PM. Don't miss this chance to 

be the first to watch the newest form of filming and acting combined to create a unique piece of art." 

After the message was played for probably the thousandth times, it was accompanied by a well-made 

trailer of the movie. 

Felix lifted his head in anguish, as every time he saw it or heard it he felt like his money was thrown at 

the faces of the streetwalkers to be simply ignored. 

Just like now where no one gave a crap about the movie or its content. 

Maybe there might be some individuals curious enough to listen to it. But still, the majority only minded 

their own business and kept on walking. 

Felix slumped shoulders almost touched the ground after getting smacked by the reality that his 300 

million had just been completely milked dry from every coin in it. 

"I hope things will go as planned tomorrow, and everyone loves the movie like before. Otherwise, I am 

royally f*cked." 

Felix was not bullshiting by saying this, as he was truly almost broke after using more than 30 million to 

secure whatever high stones he found in the Alexander Kingdom cities, leaving him only with 111 

million, after selling the filtered tier 5 bloodline. 

But that was soon used to buy another tier 5 bloodline from Looby to be used for the 4th integration. 

Unfortunately, this time he came empty-handed without getting a single drop of the J?rmungandr 

bloodline. Thus, ending up wasting 33 million for nothing. 

Now he currently owned only 78 million, which was not a lot, considering that tier 5 bloodline had a 

price range of 110 to 400 million. This price wasn't even including the legendary rank, as it had its own 

different incalculable value. 

As for the high-grade stones, he already brought drought in the Alexander Kingdom by himself, after 

buying more than 4000 stones from all of the stores and public auctions, leaving every 3rd stage 

bloodliner dissatisfied. 

"Sigh, I truly do not want to buy from other kingdoms and empires, but what other solution do I have?" 

Felix logged out disheartened after being cornered to only having one option, and that was to shop from 

far places. 

In the earlier days of the UVR where it was open for everyone to go wherever they please, this was 

merely a simple thing to do. 



But after the arrival of the greedy humans, and turning everything upside down by their vicious 

monetization plans, shopping from another territory became an impossibility with all the heavy tariffs 

one must pay for the customs enforcers, to have a product reach his place. 

A small delivery that would cost normally only 200.000 SC, would have 20% of its price as tax, and for 

Felix who planned to buy a shit load of stones, the weight of the delivery would also be calculated, 

adding extra taxes above the basic tax. 

This made the entire delivery at least double its price by the time it reached Felix. 

This was why he always avoided buying outside of Alexander Kingdom. But now he had no other choice 

except to do so. Or else, he could just relocate his residence to another kingdom to remove those taxes. 

Felix stood up from the bed and went to take a shower since there would be a meeting upstairs to 

inform the juniors on their current weekly results. 

... 

10 minutes later, he arrived on the 35th floor and saw that everyone was already waiting there. 

After seeing that Felix finally arrived, Abraham started the meeting with his palm striking the podium 

out loud. 

"Henry you little shit, how dare you waste a precious integration attempt by merely using 2% to merge 

with!" He scolded, "Do you think we shit potions for you to waste like that?" 

Before Henry could retort he got smacked in his neck by his father. 

"You told me you used 6% when I was with you. How dare you lie to me in my face." His father grabbed 

him by the collar and shoved him in the wall with bloodshed eyes. 

Felix stared at this scene while yawning in boredom. He was already used to such scenes, as the same 

happened in the majority of the past meetings. 

Juniors lying about their used percentages after realizing that the pain would come in stronger waves for 

each added percentage. 

Felix did not pay attention to those cousins who would get stuck forever in the purification stage but 

focused on Noah who almost reached 15% and Olivia who was slowly catching up. 

As for Kenny, he was still at 7%, due to his average 51% affinity, making his cooldown period quite long. 

After a while, the farce finally concluded after the parents took away Henry to accept his punishment. 

Abraham did not scold anyone again but instead praised them warmly. "Good job children, you are 

slowly improving yourselves. If you kept going like this, reaching lesser purity will be piece of cake." His 

vision focused on Olivia and Noah and continued with encouragement. "Especially those two. Who will 

definitely reach 15% and be the first to unlock a passive ability during their 4th Integration." 

He started clapping for them, and everyone followed after. 



Every week the junior with the best results receive applause as a form of encouragement. So, it became 

a habit to follow clapping without being told so. 

Noah accepted their applause expressionlessly as always, while Olivia dug her head downward with 

flushed cheeks. 

Meanwhile, Felix who was dozing off was awakened by the loud clapping in irritation. 

'Get me out of here already, please!' He rubbed his temples, totally annoyed by those mandatory 

meaningless weekly gatherings. 

Chapter 74:Human Melodies 

The next day evening, only 15 minutes were left before the movie starts. 

Felix was already inside the movie world of Human Melodies, sitting with over 500 other viewers talking 

loudly in anticipation of this movie that was heavily marketed during the past week. 

"What do you think about their claim of a new unique filming method?" 

"Honestly, I believe it just a ruse to attract more attention." 

"I think so as well." 

"You guys are idiots if you thought that they wasted a shit ton of coins to market their movie by using a 

ruse. No one is that retarded to seek destroying their movie and reputation like that." 

"True"... "Exactly what I was planning to say."... 

"I merely hope that their new way of filming deserves those maddening ticket prices." 

"Fuck don't remind me of it." 

"Sigh, 200 SC for a ticket is indeed too expensive. But I believe the prices will go down later on." 

"Yeah the train hype is currently carrying this movie, but it will stop at some point." 

Felix listened to their endless chatter for a bit, then clicked >mute< on his remote control. 

Instantly, peace submerged the movie world. 

Felix lay in a relaxed position in his chair, hugging a popcorn container in one arm and a large drink with 

a straw at the top, on the other hand. 

He ate a handful of popcorn while lifting his head to see the large timer in the air that was counting 

backward. 

59 seconds 58, 57 ... 3...2....1. 

The movie world instantly brightened up a little bit, as the plot had started with an army of beasts of all 

types and shapes, rushing forward madly at a human outpost on a faraway planet from earth. 

The commanders of the post placed their orders down to prepare for the impact. 



But everyone in the audience gasped out loud after hearing that the commands all rhymed at the end of 

each sentence musically, even when the tone of the commander was without emotions! 

A soldier who had a plasma gun on his arm kept shaking in fear, after seeing the thousands of beasts 

coming at them, howling and roaring. 

"Why am I even here, where I could have been lying near my wife without having this fear." 

"Why are we even getting invaded? when the only sin that we had created, was to exist and live 

peacefully, without harming anyone's lives evilly." 

"For us to be bullied to this degree, it only means our plans have been comprised by he." 

The soldier spoke with bone-chilling hatred about the person who betrayed his race and joined the 

other side. 

"You chose to be a pet than to be killed. A moronic decision I say! To send your skin to be eaten and 

grilled." 

"The beasts that you submitted to, will never ever let you go. For they thirst for our blood and flesh, 

more than a drunken thirst for a bottle of scotch." 

"You made the wrong decision, and we the pitiful soldiers are forced to face this bestial collision." 

That was the last spoken word of the solider after getting his head penetrated by a beam of light coming 

from a three-eyed beast. 

"Noooo!!!" 

The viewers all screamed out loud after seeing this scene happening right in their faces without the 

ability to intervene. 

Meanwhile, Felix only kept watching the movie go on with enjoyment. 

This was probably the 5th time he watched it. But who would blame him? 

This movie was a gem thrown in the heap of shit with other average movies that had no budget to 

market it. 

The investors pulled out because they believed that this style of filming would not bring them too much 

profit due to its niche nature. 

But what they didn't know was that the entire human population was already sick and tired of the same 

filmed and edited movies by the AI, which took absolutely no effort or time for the makers to create it. 

Anyone with a half-assed script could apply to create a movie nowadays, without checking if the script 

was worth it or not. 

This resulted in movies to appear extremely similar in plots and dialogues, whether it was produced by a 

large company or merely two dreamers planning to earn big. 

But for human melodies that had every line rhymes with emotions that sent goosebumps through every 

viewer skin. It was truly a breath of fresh air that everyone needed. 



One could only applaud at the massive effort it took to make this movie. 

A movie about a true story that happened during the middle of the war between humans and beasts, 

where a traitor traded the information about an important outpost that was built to research beast 

bloodlines and how to harness them. 

It was one of the few remaining ones that could actually save the human race from extinction. 

Unfortunately, the traitor sold them out, turning the entire outpost into a living hell. 

Everyone died except one researcher who used every second in his possession to send the research data 

to another facility after seeing that the situation was hopeless and grim. 

But by doing so, he risked exposing their data to intelligent beasts that had the ability to interpret and 

read the radio waves with ease. 

Luckily, that didn't happen. As, by the time the outpost was attacked, reinforcement, which was already 

on the way had met with those beasts outside the planet, and killed them before the data could be 

harvested. 

This was the entire plot of human melodies, but with more vivid details and rhymes. 

... 

After 3 hours of the movie, the credit scene rolled out under the heartful cries and sniffs of the 

audience, followed by heavy clapping and whistling to express their enjoyment over this masterpiece 

that could be nominated as the best movie of the year in the Alexendar Kingdom. 

Felix clapped slowly as well for a while and left the movie world with a smile after seeing the audience 

reaction that he wanted. 

"It seems like I will earn much more than I anticipated." He said with a smirk after realizing that the one 

billion returns that the movie earned in his previous life, was about to double or even triple after it goes 

viral. 

The producers really managed to earn big after relying on a primitive filming style that was used millions 

of years before. 

After all, humans in the Milky Way existed for more than that, and it was impossible for this technique 

not to be used before. 

Felix stopped walking at once after a sudden realization hit him hard. 

That it was impossible for the producers to dig data on filming styles that had millions of years of 

history. 

But it was completely another story if they dig within the public data of the Queen AI about them, and 

as far as he remembered, the world leaders sold all of their planet data to the queen after joining the 

SGA. 

The queen took the useful information for herself and threw the unnecessary data in the public data for 

everyone to browse. 



Such as movie techniques that earthling's used for their filming!!! 

This led to one simple conclusion. 

The producers dug the musical style of filming that earthlings used for movies such as 'Les Miserables' 

and imitated it in Human Melodies! 

That's why the movie started production only after the earthlings joined the SGA. 

'I guess earthlings still have some potential to put a mark in the UVR. They just have to find a way in.' 

Felix chuckled lightly at this conclusion and started walking again, away from the noisy Cinema that had 

thousands of people lining up to enter and watch this imitation from a claimed primitive planet. 

Chapter 75:Three Months Later 

Three months quickly passed by after the movie release. 

Felix's claim that the profit would double or triple turned to be completely true, as the movie went 

insanely viral within a couple of days after its release. 

Every news channel, Show platforms, and even streamers spoke about it and recommended it for their 

viewers to spectate it as well. 

This led to a viewership explosion that pushed the movie to be ranked number 1 in the weekly box office 

for a continuous period of a month, raking tons of profits while doing so. 

After that, it gradually began to decline in the ranks until it reached rank 7 in this month. 

No matter how amazing a movie was, it would always fall off the trend slowly as newcomers take the 

interest of viewers away. 

But remaining within the top 10 for three months straight, that's an already huge achievement that was 

not done for a long while now. 

But still, this movie was only released within the Alexander Kingdom and did not manage to penetrate 

the markets of other kingdoms and empires. 

However, that was enough for Felix to have his bank account filled with 1 billion and a half and still 

continue to increase gradually! 

For now, Felix wouldn't bother with the lack of coins, as that amount was enough to sustain him for 

quite a while and let him completely focus on his bloodline path, without getting annoyed about earning 

coins each time to support him. 

..... 

Felix was currently in the capital city of the neighbor kingdom Coronia, browsing through the market 

streets to buy whatever he needed for the last push in both his affinity enhancement that reached 94%! 

and his bloodline integration that only needed 5% to reach lesser purity. 

He already emptied Looby shop from high tier poisonous serpent types bloodlines, and he did not dare 

to buy other poisonous species to try his luck. 



He would rather buy from other kingdoms with extra tax than roll the dice on a spider bloodline having a 

serpent ancestral bloodline. 

As for the high-grade stones, he truly struggled to buy them from other kingdoms, since each shop that 

sold them always prioritized their regulars customers over foreigners. 

So, the only thing he could do to buy them was to slap the sellers with his large donger bank account 

until they agreed. 

This strategy worked like a charm, but still cost him at least 40.000 SC to 50.000 SC for each stone! This 

was not even considering the taxes he had to pay for them to arrive in his place. 

But all of this struggling would soon end, as he only needs 6% more and he would reach 100%. At that 

point, he would stop bothering about his affinity and focus on other things. 

Felix spent at least one hour going from a shop to a shop, yet they either had no stock left or simply 

ignored him after seeing that he was a foreigner from another kingdom. 

It was pretty obvious, as there was a large tag above his head that says 'I am a foreigner'. 

That tag cannot be removed no matter what, as it was the only way to separate visiting foreigners from 

permanent residents. The only way that could allow one to avoid having it in the first place, was by using 

a VIP premium teleportation device, made specifically for reputable individuals. 

Sadly, Felix didn't reach yet that reputation bar to get access to using those devices, even though he was 

quite rich. 

However, he was still allowed to customize the tag as he pleased, and so, Felix walked on the streets 

with a tag having a middle finger at both of its sides pointing in every direction. 

No one was spared. 

Zero f*cks given by Felix towards the furious reaction of the people around him or the sellers he met. He 

knew that he would get ripped off either way. So why not do it with style? 

After a while, he got tired from wandering around and entered a coffee shop to take a break. 

Immediately after stepping inside, everyone left the shop with angry expression after seeing the middle 

finger pointing at them constantly. 

No one could drink in peace in such a condition. In this way, Felix had the entire coffee shop to himself. 

After drinking peacefully for a couple of minutes, Felix paid for the coffee and left to start another round 

of browsing. 

.... 

10 minutes later... 

Inside a well-decorated shop, Felix was bargaining out loud with the shop owner while having his hand 

gripping the seller collar. Meanwhile, the seller was no pushover, as he was also doing the same to Felix. 



"You are going to fucking sell it to me with 40.000 SC a piece, or else I will beat the shit out of you!" Felix 

raised his hand in a punching gesture, threatening him with bloodshed eyes. 

This was the first shop in a while that was willing to sell him high-grade stones. But the seller was asking 

for an outrageous price of 60.000 SC a piece! 

Felix knew that he would get ripped off, but not to this degree. His brain was not full of shit to accept 

this deal. Hence, this led to the current state of Felix about to really beat the owner without mercy. 

"Over my dead body! if you won't buy those stones with my price, go back to your backwater kingdom 

and get them." The owner merely scoffed at Felix's threatening attempt. 

"Then fucking die!" Felix immediately began beating the dumbfounded shop owner after the peaceful 

negotiation fell through. He truly kept to his word. 

"You bastard, stop or I will call the enforcers to arrest you." The shop owner cried out loud, while curled 

up like a defensive ball, protecting all of his sensitive vitals. 

One look and anyone could guess that he had experience getting beating up. 

Felix instantly stopped beating him and escaped the shop after hearing about the enforcers that could 

block his account from accessing the UVR for a week minimum if he gets caught. There was no way he 

would overstay his welcome after so. 

"That's right you better run." The seller exited his shop, carrying a broom with a puffed-out chest. 

All of the people who saw a foreigner escape from his shop began to clap their hands in praise over the 

seller's effort of exiling the foreigners from buying their resources. 

Heck, there wasn't even enough to go around for them. Yet, even foreigners were lusting to get a piece 

of their pie. Thus, any shop owner who refused to deal with foreigners earns a good reputation within 

the city. 

... 

Felix teleported to another kingdom's capital city after he bought absolutely nothing from Coronia 

capital city. 

He stepped outside the teleportation company while praying in his head. 'Please be the one, please be 

the one.' 

Felix already visited three kingdoms before, and this was the fourth one now. 

He already secured an epic tier 5 bloodline with 280 million SC. The only thing left was the stones. 

Fortunately for him, this time he managed to meet a seller that wasn't greedy or gave a shit about his 

foreign identity, as he sold him all the stones that Felix wanted for merely 35.000 SC. 

Quite cheap considering that he always spent 40k plus each time. 

After finally securing the stones Felix sighed in relief and logged out to take a break and make an order 

for his items to reach him from the wormhole company. 



He already had everything prepared to reach lesser purity, the only thing he needed was the stones, and 

now that he bought them he could make an order for everything to reach at once by fatty. 

He couldn't waste fatty's free shipping contract by ordering one by one. 

He only had 10 free attempts left from the original 17 attempts. 

Chapter 76:Reaching Lesser purity 

After three days the fatty blue worm brought Felix his delivery and left swiftly. 

Felix immediately took the bloodline first and called Asna to prepare for the integration. He was 

impatient to start. 

After setting all of the potions necessary near him, he took the large needle and injected half the bottle 

in his heart, followed by the remaining half. 

Asna already became proficient in reading memories and filtration, thus it took merely a couple of 

seconds before she found that the epic tier 5 he bought had a 12% of the J?rmungandr bloodline! 

"Hahahha!!" Felix laughed in elation after finally hearing some good news. 

He was truly about to lose his shit after failing 3 times to find a single drop of the ancestral bloodline 

within the previous bottles during the last three months. 

Due to this, he got surpassed by the hard-working Noah and Olivia who already reached lesser purity a 

month before, while others were quite close to it. 

Felix struggling to reach the lesser purity raised some suspicious bells in the elder's minds. After all, 

Felix's affinity was not bad, but actually the third-best one in the family. 

So for him to not reach lesser purity even after reaching the end of the training camp was truly strange 

in their opinion. 

But they did not question him or scold him. They simply left him be and do as he pleased. 

The only thing they knew was that, if he didn't reach lesser purity next week by the end of the camp, he 

would get ganged up by them and beaten up for wasting the legendary bloodline potential. 

Fortunately, that wouldn't be a problem anymore after obtaining 12% all at once. 

Felix requested Asna to only use exactly 6% to merge with, leaving 6% for later. He had no reason to 

torture himself anymore by adding as much as possible to lower the integration periods. 

Because he currently had a 94% affinity rating, which meant he could integrate every few days without 

waiting too much. 

Asna did as he asked and watched with a bored expression Felix grit his teeth with bloodshed eyes, 

enduring all of the pain without screaming anymore like a little girl. 

This greatly saddens her, as she felt like another fun part of her already dreadful life was removed. 

... 



15 minutes later... 

Felix did not pass out this time from the pain, but still, he lay on the ground with shallow breaths. 

After a while, he moved his hands with difficulty and grabbed the rejuvenation potion. After drinking 

two of those, he stood up and did his stretching routine to relieve his joints, then went to take a shower. 

10 minutes later, he sat on the floor in a meditation position composedly. 

"Let's begin." He took a deep breath and closed his eyes, diving deep within his memories to read the 

newly obtained information that he just unlocked. 

It was time to see if he would unlock two abilities like before, or merely one ability like everyone else. 

After a few seconds, Felix opened his eyes and grinned widely showing his crystal white teeth. 

He blinked for a few moments without saying anything. Just bathing in the euphoria of knowing that all 

of his efforts, struggles, and millions of SC thrown down the drain, were damn worth it after seeing the 

two active abilities that he unlocked. 

*Poisonous Aura* and *Poison bomb*! 

He said the names with clear agitation in his voice, as he knew that there were a few abilities that had 

only poison on it, without the classification of the type of poison used. 

For example in normal situations, the *Poisonous Aura* should be a weakness, paralyze, or dizziness 

inducement aura and this was the same in the case of *Poison Bomb*. 

But when the abilities only had poison without classification, it signified the horrifying truth, that Felix 

could use all types of poison in his aura and bombs. 

This was the same as having hundreds of abilities in only two active abilities, it merely depended on 

Felix's way of using them. 

That's why he was glad he continued treading on this path that kept rewarding his effort each time he 

reached a milestone. 

Truly the Primogenitor Bloodline, the ruler and controller of poison element did not disappoint at all. 

Felix suddenly logged in the UVR, impatient to test them in the Ability Measurement Center. 

After a while, he reached the center and paid for the VIP room like before. After entering, he was 

greeted by the same monotone AI. 

"Dear Sir, what types of abilities you want to test, physical, elemental, or mental?" 

"Elemental please." Felix answered. 

"Which element do you desire to test?" 

"Poison element." 

"As you wish sir." 



Immediately after, the entire room got wider like before, but this time it got split into 4 areas. 

The first one for testing offensive poison abilities. 

The second one was for testing defensive poison abilities. 

The third one was for testing environment adaptation abilities. 

Lastly an area for testing the details of the poison used, such as the toxicity level, the period it took for 

the poison to take effect, or such information. 

Felix went for the offensive area, as both of his abilities were attacking types. 

The moment he stepped inside, the AI asked him. "How many training dummies do you need?" 

"Ten for now, and put them a meter away from each other, until the last dummy is 10 meters away from 

me." 

"As you wish sir." 

Shortly after, ten silver dummies were created in front of Felix in a straight line. 

"Do you want them to have AI or remain stationary?" She asked 

"Stationary for now." 

After Felix answered the last question, he shook his muscles to relax and exhaled a long breath. Then 

called softly, "Poisonous Aura." 

The moment he activated the ability, his dreadful slits thinned until only a single line could be seen. 

Then without a warning, a dark Purplish mist emerged furiously from all of his body pores until it 

reached the 8th dummy and stopped spreading further. However, it remained active in an 8-meter 

diameter around Felix. 

Just as Felix wanted to analyze his ability, his vision got muddled, like he was about to faint. 

Felix knew what happened and deactivated his ability swiftly, not daring to continue having it on. 

"What the f*ck?! how could it consume all of my energy in mere seconds." He breathed ruggedly with 

frowned eyebrows. 

However, his doubts were soon cleared after hearing the AI scanning details. "Dummy number 1, 2, 3…8 

were poisoned by 87 types of poisons. Do you want me to name them Sir?" 

Speechless, Felix stopped breathing at once after hearing the massive number of inducements he threw 

all at once. 

He thought that his poisonous aura was utmost going to have 15 inducements or so, as he read before 

that there were legendary bloodlines that allowed the user to switch between either 3 inducements or 

even 5 inducements max. 

So, he believed that his bloodline should at least have 15 inducements since his bloodline belonged to 

the primogenitor. 



Yet, it turned out that his thinking was still limited to what he read, as he actually had a whopping 87 

types of poison! 

No wonder his energy did not last for a mere three seconds. After all, his tank capacity was still quite 

pathetic to use this ability to its full potential. 

'Am I actually allowed to use any inducement I want?' His eyes couldn't help but brighten up at such a 

thought. 

He knew before that it might actually be possible, but Felix was quite a pessimistic person, thus unless 

he saw it with his own eyes, he would not dare to believe it. But now, what else could he say? 

87 inducement was enough to clear his doubts. However, there was one minor doubt still stuck on his 

mind, and that was the current shown number of inducements, was it limited due to his body strength 

and energy tank, or that was just the total number in his possession? 

He knew that in the universe there were a lot more poisons than the mentioned number. 

"Whatever, 87 inducements or billion. It wouldn't matter much if I wasn't able to use them properly." 

Felix smiled wryly and requested the AI to bring his energy back to full capacity for the second round. 

He understood pretty clearly that he shouldn't be thinking about lusting for more inducements but to 

actually master using the ones that he currently had. Otherwise, Asna would beat him up for not giving 

justice to the primogenitor bloodline. 

The AI did as told, and soon Felix was back in shape again. 

"Alright let's try this again. But this time I will only use Paralyze Inducement Aura," 

Full of anticipation, Felix eyed at the dummies in front of him and called out loud, "Paralyze Aura 

activate!" 

Chapter 77:Testing the Active Abilities 

"Paralyze aura activate!" 

Instantly, the same mist was released from Felix's body. But this time it was not dark purple, but light 

yellow, looking almost transparent surrendering Felix in an 8-meter diameter. 

Felix dragged his fingers slowly in the mist with intoxication on his face. He felt that everything within 

the mist was under his surveillance and vision. 

This was his aura, his domain that anyone who stepped inside would be under his mercy. 

Satisfied, he smiled and focused his eyes on a screen that was on the silver dummy's chest, showing the 

details of his paralyze effect. 

"Interesting, the entire body gets immobilized after taking one whiff of the mist." He raised an eyebrow 

in surprise and added, "The effects last only 5 seconds after leaving the aura? hm, understandable." 



It was quite obvious that his poison wouldn't actually have a permanent effect after taking only one 

whiff. However, those inside his aura would be constantly under effect, so if someone even dared to 

step inside it, Felix would make sure to keep him inside for eternity. 

Soon after, he moved on and continued reading the rest of the details with interest. 

"Uhm, the poison does not differentiate between friend and foe? Typical." Felix merely gave a side note 

on this detail and left it be. 

He knew that all abilities were also the same. After all, This wasn't a video game, where one could enter 

a hailstorm created by his ally, just to exit from it unharmed. Only morons would dare to pull that shit or 

people with blind trust to their allies' elemental control. 

"I guess that's it." 

After seeing that no further details were written, he began walking forward, and as he expected, the 

mist followed around him, wherever he went like a spherical shield. 

Pleased, he nodded his head lightly, as he preferred it this way and not to remain stationary, like a 

summoning ability. Otherwise, the prey that entered his aura could easily escape it. 

"Let's do a limit test." 

He stopped walking, and sat on the ground, doing nothing at all. He wanted to see how long could his 

aura remain active until his energy runs out. 

After a while, he started to feel dizzy and deactivated his ability. He then asked the AI for the duration. 

"It's been 12 minutes and 45 seconds since the moment you activated your ability, Sir." The AI 

responded. 

"Not bad actually." Felix was quite pleased with 12 minutes, as this duration might sound short, but 

actually, it was even after continuous activation! While in real battles, he could activate it for a few 

seconds for the effect to take place then deactivate it. This way his energy consumption would be 

minimized to the limit. 

Not to mention, this duration was actually double what he should have got, since before, he had only a 

59% affinity rating, that meant his abilities powers, effects, duration and such, should be only half what 

he just got. In other words, 6 minutes to 7 minutes max! 

However, now that he got a whopping 94% affinity rating, and on the verge of reaching 100%, Felix was 

going to enjoy double the strengths of his abilities. One of them was the increased radius of his aura! If it 

wasn't for his high-affinity rating, his aura was supposed to stop at 4 meters only. Yet now, he actually 

had 8 meters all at once. 

If it wasn't for such clear benefits and bonuses, Felix wouldn't have chased everywhere just to secure a 

100% affinity rating, and the elders of his family wouldn't have been so excited after seeing that Noah 

had 70%. 

Affinity rating wasn't only useful to reduce the cooldown of integration, but also, empower the abilities 

to new heights! 



"Alright let's try switching inducement after activation." he quickly began the next experiment after the 

AI got him to peak form again. 

He snapped his finger and the light yellow mist surrendered him again, he then called out loud, "Switch 

to Sleepiness Aura!" 

The mist that was around him rapidly got sucked inside his body, then released again, however this 

time, it was a pure white mist, resembling a cloud of fog, blocking everyone's vision, whether those 

outside or inside the domain. Except for Felix of course, who could see everything clearly. 

"I see, the mist must return to my body for each switch, and not change while already in the air." Felix 

guessed as much since it wouldn't make sense for the poison to change to another without re-entering 

his body. 

If that happened, it meant that the poison was added to the previous one and not replaced. 

Soon after, he read the details of the effect on the dummy and found out that everything was the same, 

except for the debuff intended. 

As before it was paralyzed for 5 sec, now it slept for 5 sec. They might be dummies, but they had the 

bodies of humans. Thus, every effect on them was the same as on the human body. 

After seeing those results, he moved to energy endurance and found that the duration was the same as 

well. 

"Alright, it seems that all poisons are going to have the same details." He scratched his chin, "Still, more 

experiments are needed to make sure." 

He deactivated the ability while thinking of the next experiment. "There is still the combined 

inducements detail that needs to be worked upon as well. But I will leave those for later. For now, let's 

move on to the next ability." 

Eager, Felix walked away from the dummies, trying to put a substantial distance between each other. 

After reaching 15 meters, he stopped and activated *Poison Bomb*. 

Immediately, two balls that had the size of a baby's head were created swiftly on both of his hands and 

kept revolving above them, not touching his palms. 

One was dark green, while the other was dark purple. 

Before Felix managed to throw them out, he dropped on the ground exhausted. 

"Fuck, the consumption for them is even worse than Poisonous Aura." Irritated, he asked for the AI to 

return his energy. 

After a couple of seconds, Felix stood up while sighing over having two overpowered abilities, but still 

having to limit their usage due to his weak body that couldn't handle their full power. 

There was a lot of work to be done, in order to understand how to merge inducements and which 

inducements should be merged to get the best possible outcome without sacrificing too many energy 

points. 



However, for now, Felix should only focus on mastering using one inducement properly, as for merging? 

he should leave that for later. 

... 

20 minutes later... 

Felix finished testing his bombs' advantages and weaknesses. He found out that the details of his 

inducement debuffs were still the same. 

The only difference was that he was able to throw the bombs as projectiles and control their explosion 

timing. Plus, his energy only allowed him to throw 50 bombs or so before he got sucked dry. 

Lastly, the most interesting difference was that he could add different inducements for each bomb on a 

hand. In other words, he could throw two types of poisons at once! 

Felix was quite pleased by having two AOE abilities. One could be used for pure offense, while the other 

had a variety of usages. He just needed to find them out. 

This was exactly what he tried to do for the next 2 hours of training in the room. 

He fought with 10 AI dummies that were set on hard difficulty. 

Felix did not fare well against their various abilities and elements, by merely using his two newly 

acquired abilities that he had no experience using before. Hence, he got bashed for 2 hours straight until 

he got kicked out of the room. Nonetheless, he left overjoyed, since he learned quite a few good 

inducements combinations. 

If only the VIP room was not so damn expensive to use, he would have spent days training in it. 

Unfortunately, that's not a solid plan for the future; even if he currently owned a billion SC or more. 

The measurement center was for testing, not training. That one had its own center that Felix planned to 

visit later on. 

For now, he got other plans to make. 

.... 

Four hours later... 

Felix logged out of the UVR, after successfully purchasing the VR Pod that was a must for any Supremacy 

Game player, and a house within the capital city Androxa. 

Now that he had the necessary strength to join the SG, there was no need to wait until he reached the 

greater purity anymore. His abilities were enough to destroy any bronze or silver player. 

However, for now, he needed to get dressed and head towards the 35th floor, as the last combat battle 

in the training camp was about to happen! 

Felix never participated in those battles that were recurring weekly in the 3rd stage of the camp, by 

relying on the excuse that he did not reach lesser purity yet. 



But now that he had, he must fight this one and win beautifully to get the elders off his back. Otherwise, 

he would truly get beat up, and he was afraid about them breaking a bone after hitting his enhanced 

body. 

"It's time to bully my cute cousins." he smirked while leaving his room. 

Chapter 78:Training Camp Battles 

The 35th meeting Floor. 

Felix was chatting with Olivia while waiting for the elders to arrive and start the battles. 

A couple of minutes later, they arrived one by one dressing formally, walking towards the stage without 

batting an eye to the juniors. 

Felix and the others stopped chatting at once and got in their position. They then bowed their head 

respectfully to the elders. 

Abraham took the microphone from the podium and greeted as well with a smile. "Good evening 

children." 

"Today is the day of the weekly battle, but this one is going to be the last, and also the true decider of 

who will be the captain of our Maxwell team!" 

He paused for a few seconds to see if anyone was interested in this position. Sadly, he found that only 

two or three had a spark in their eyes. 

As for the important juniors like Noah, Olivia, Felix, and even Kenny, none of them cared for such a 

position, as it didn't have any merits but only trouble and annoyance. In their eyes, being the team 

captain was the same as being the class monitor. 

Dejected and annoyed by their lackluster reaction, Abraham sighed and continued his speech. "Just like 

before, the battle will be 1v1 in the UVR so fight to your heart content without worry." 

He then turned his sight to Felix who was dozing off and asked suddenly with narrowed eyes. "Felix, are 

you going to join them this time?" 

Felix broke off his daze and responded casually, "Don't worry Elder; I will take part as well." 

"Oh, did you reach lesser purity?!" Robert asked thunderously near the elders, almost bleeding their 

ears. 

Felix nodded his head in confirmation. 

"Finally you little shit, it's about time. Noah is almost about to reach 45% and unlock the 2nd passive." 

He smiled with his eyes narrowed dangerously, "You better catch up son." 

Felix smiled wryly and glanced at Noah, who was standing in the middle of the group composedly like a 

street light pole. 



Felix's path and Noah's path were completely different, as Noah's could easily surpass him in integration 

percentages, but so what? Felix might be slow due to the difficulty of finding the J?rmungandr bloodline, 

but still, he would always be ahead of him in terms of strength. 

Regardless, reaching 45% without even relying on double percentage potion? Noah was honestly quite 

hardworking, as to reach that percentage, he was probably integrating with 8% or even 10% each time! 

If he had those potions, he probably would have already reached the origin purity by now. 

Unfortunately, each potion cost at least 200k SC, and the family definitely couldn't afford to get some 

for him. Even Felix, when he gifted Olivia potions, he only gave her rejuvenation potions and beauty 

potions. He didn't gift her double percentage potion, as its effect was quite obvious and the elders were 

sure to grill Olivia where she got them. In other words, he would get invited for another cup of tea. 

This was one of the reasons he wanted to ditch the family and return to his island, leaving their 

supervision. At that point, he could do what he pleased without being on their radar constantly. 

"The battles are going to be the same as always 1v1. Whoever won all of his battles will be the captain. 

If the winner does not want to be the captain, then you can simply come and tell us." Abraham smiled 

warmly and added, "But our answer will always be no. So don't bother yourself." 

Felix grumbled under his breath, since that was exactly what was he planning on doing. 

Win beautifully then ditch the responsibility! 

The elders added this clause because of Noah, who they thought would clutch the win, since Olivia 

wasn't participating in the battles due to her supportive abilities, while Kenny never won a battle against 

Noah before. 

Meanwhile, Felix had just unlocked his active ability without practicing it like Noah did for the past two 

months. 

As for the others, Sarah and Jackson had just reached the lesser purity like Felix, while the rest were 

merely here to add numbers since none of them had reached the lesser purity yet. Because they didn't 

integrate too many percentages each phase, not confident in handling the increased pain. 

So in a sense, the elders already decided that Noah was the strongest in the team, and rightfully should 

be the captain. But they knew he would reject the offer, due to his personality. 

Hence the clear condition that the offer was non rejectable. 

Unfortunately for the elders, their plan went upside down when the battles began and Felix started to 

thrash his cousins one by one by throwing merely a single *Paralyze Bomb*, then rush to knock them 

out with a light jaw punch. 

The moment he stepped inside the arena, no one touched his clothes or managed to activate their 

abilities properly. 

The elders just watched speechlessly at this merciless beat down, or in this case, pure bullying. 

He used the same strategy for all of them except for Kenny, as he went an extra mile to hurt him badly. 

Yet, no one saw anything weird about it since Kenny really had a punchable face. 



After a while, only Felix and Noah were left in the finals. 

Felix gave him a bit of face and let him activate his ability. 

Noah did not waste time and instantly activated *Ice Mace*, an ability that allowed him to create a large 

mace made of crystallized ice! 

The majority of Cryogenic Yeti Bloodline abilities were either ice made melee form ones or physical 

morphing abilities. 

That's why Noah was currently not holding the mace in his hand but used his energy to keep it hovering 

slightly above it since his body couldn't handle its weight. 

Felix sighed in pity after seeing this, as this was the true meaning of using a bloodline that didn't fit your 

style at all. 

The elders merely bought the cheapest rare ranked bloodlines they could find without caring about 

those nitty-gritty details that could lower the strength of a bloodliner by at least 30%. 

Noah dashed forward while dragging the heavy mace behind him like a berserker. If only his facial 

expression wasn't stoic as always, he would truly resemble one. 

Felix did not flinch at this sight, he merely snapped his finger and an acid green colored bomb was 

created behind his back and stayed hovering there without Noah's knowledge. 

Noah did not think that Felix was looking down on him after not seeing any bombs in his hand; rather he 

raised his vigilance even further and held his breath, trying to avoid absorbing Felix's poison. 

He didn't know if it took effect by skin touch or direct absorption, but he had nothing to lose by holding 

his breath. 

In his mind, it's an instant win if reached Felix without eating his paralyze bomb. 

Sadly, things did not go as planned for him, as the moment he tried to swing his heavy mace, planning to 

bash Felix's face. 

Poof! 

A sudden explosion engulfed him and Felix covering both of them in an acid green mist. 

The only difference was that Felix was completely fine, while Noah's skin began to melt gradually, 

forcing him to let out a pained groan and drop the mace to the ground. 

Before he was tortured even further, Felix kicked him out of the bomb radius and followed swiftly by a 

punch to the chin, knocking him out cold. 

"Good fight." Felix clapped his hands twice with a smile and withdrew himself from the manmade arena 

in Abraham's UVR room. 

He knew that Noah was smart enough to realize that his paralyze bomb relied on either absorption or 

skin contact. Noah could do nothing about skin contact, but for absorption, he could totally hold his 



breaths, and avoid getting poisoned. Thus, Felix didn't rely on paralyze inducement, but acid 

inducement! A poisonous substance that was effective by skin contact. 

Unfortunately, its effects were quite painful, as a small exposure to its dose and the skin would be 

melted, while a large exposure could even turn a person into a liquid goo! 

That's why Felix kicked Noah away, as he didn't want to torture him without any reason. He might not 

die inside Abraham's UVR room, but it sure would hurt like hell. 

Immediately after Felix reached the elders and his cousins, they kept staring at him wide-eyed, having 

no idea what the f*ck had just happened. 

Noah that brutalized those juniors for weeks lost without landing a single hit? 

What kind of sick joke was this?! 

But this was the reality, Felix was truly just here to bully them, nothing more, nothing less. 

Even Noah was still a combat child in Felix's eyes. Those past months of training and battling each other 

meant absolutely nothing in front of Felix's decades of experience in his previous life. 

So, they never had a chance against him. 

Hell, Felix could win by relying only on his super strength passive. However, he planned to hide it, and 

show only his poison immunity, or in their eyes his peak poison resistance. 

He couldn't tell them that he awakened 2 passives at 15%, thus one passive had to remain hidden. His 

super strength was easier to hide, as he could control his strength input. 

On the other hand, his poison immunity was a must-have, since if he didn't have it, his skin would have 

been melted as well by the bomb explosion. 

Just because everyone used elements it did not mean that getting harmed by their abilities wasn't an 

option. Heck, the only reason defensive passives, like elemental resistances were always being unlocked 

first, was to somewhat offset getting hurt by one's own abilities. 

"Felix, can you please explain the active ability that you unlocked?" Charlotte asked curiously after 

seeing Felix bash every junior with light yellow bombs then switch to acid green one suddenly. 

"Hmm, well I unlocked *Poison bombs*, this ability allows me to create bombs with 5 types of different 

poisons." He coughed to hide his bullshit and continued, "What I used now to fight was only paralyze 

bombs and acid bombs; I can switch to other inducements as well." 

"like this." He snapped his finger, and a light yellow bomb got created on top of his hand. He then said 

switch, and the color of the bomb changed to acid green. He said switch again, and the color turned 

pink. 

Suddenly he threw it towards Kenny, exploding near his face. 

Speechless, everyone watched Kenny remove his clothes with flushed cheeks and hazy eyes like he just 

ate 3 aphrodisiac pills. 



However, after 5 seconds his eyes regained clarity, and wore his clothes back without a hint of anger or 

humiliation, he merely smiled warmly and said, "I am happy to be your test subject." 

Felix chuckled lightly and didn't bother replying to this traitorous snake. 

Chapter 79:Returning to The Island 

'A legendary rank bloodline truly did not disappoint.' the elder's minds had only this thought after seeing 

Felix's demonstration on Kenny. 

"Each color represents a different effect as you have noticed. So I suggest for you guys to memorize all 

of my 5 inducements. To be able to predict the debuffs instantly during our team battles." 

Felix did not wait for the elders to keep questioning him about his ability details. He decided to take 

control of the conversation and guide them through his lies. 

Robert supported his grandson sternly. "He is right, all of you needs memories them. And most 

importantly not spread his ability details to anyone, not even your parents. The fewer people know 

about our hidden cards, the more slots we will be able to clutch. So behave yourselves." 

Everyone nodded their heads in agreement. 

No one was dumb enough here to expose Felix to their competitors, since in the eyes of the juniors, the 

stronger Felix was the better chances they would have to get chosen for the US National Team. 

"Good, now let's conclude this battle by a round of applause in celebration for the coronation of your 

captain, Felix." Abraham said warmly while clapping his hands. 

The juniors followed after him and clapped their hands boomingly. 

Felix indifferently took it in, while waiting patiently for them to finish so he could say his piece. 

After a while, they gradually stopped and Felix immediately said, not letting the elders excuse them, 

"Elders, I will write a list for my inducement effects plus their color so you can hand it later to my cousins 

to memorize." 

He paused for a second and said what he really wanted, "I am planning to head back to the Island. I still 

have tons of unfinished work to be managed there. So I can't remain here anymore." 

Just as the elders wanted to reject his proposition, they heard Felix promise them. "Don't worry, I will 

return when the National team battle begins three months later." 

Abraham sighed and asked. "Why are you leaving in such a rush? If it is just about the island, we can 

send our people to supervise everything without bothering yourself." 

Felix shook his head lightly. "No, I need to be there personally since I plan to turn the Island into my 

home." 

"While we are still on the subject, can you tell me when are we going to sign the 51% shares transfer 

contract?" He scratched his nose, as he asked bashfully. 



The elders rolled their eyes at his shameless request right after he planned to ditch the training camp. 

But, they still honored their word and informed him that the contract was already made. It had been 

only waiting for Felix to sign. 

This clearly showed the trust they had in Felix from the beginning to perform well in the camp. 

Felix bowed his head lightly in appreciation for indirectly accepting his leave of absence. He knew that 

the camp period was supposed to end 7 days from now. But after showcasing his ability that had 

multiple strategies revolved around it, it meant that the camp should have its duration increased by a 

month or two until a good synergy between him and his cousins was built. 

However, Felix had no time for that bullshit. 

He simply wanted to rush to the island and enter the VR Pod to start his training and climbing the ranks 

of the Supremacy Games. 

It was time to enter the major league and start putting his mark in the universe! 

..... 

Two days later. 

Felix said his goodbyes to everyone and stepped inside the jet while carrying his luggage, planning to 

directly fly towards the Sky Pearl Island. 

His training camp journey had officially ended after achieving everything he arrived here for and more. 

He obtained the AP bracelet, he cured his grandfather's fragile heart, plus gave him extra centuries to 

live, and he saved Olivia's life from death in the awakening process. In addition, he earned some favors 

from the parents of the children he indirectly saved. Finally, he signed the contract the gave him full 

control over the Island management. 

So he had no reason to remain anymore. 

Now, Felix was returning to the Island after 6 months of absence, hoping that the remodeling was going 

smoothly. 

... 

After 3 hours of flight, the outline of the Island appeared through the jet window. Felix logged out from 

the UVR after being informed by the Queen AI that he was about to arrive. 

After a while, he put his seat belt on, in preparation for landing. A few seconds later the jet glided down 

slowly until it touched the airport runway asphalt. It kept slowing down until it stopped smoothly 

without any hiccups. 

"Young master, you can step outside now." The pilot announced. 

"Thank you for the ride, Mr. Morris." Felix thanked the pilot politely while removing his seat belt. He 

then stood up and took the luggage that was above him and stepped out of the jet. 



If it was up to Felix he would have put all of his stuff inside the spatial card, but that would appear 

strange to everyone else, and questions would start to rain on him. 

So he could only take some clothes with him to avoid that situation entirely. 

After he exited the jet, his eyes made contact with hundreds of workers doing their job properly; some 

were driving the construction vehicles, and, some were giving clear orders while supervising everything 

with clarity. 

Felix smiled in praise at this scene, as he walked down the staircase. He was wearing a formal black suit 

with a black tie, his green hair was messy and short, as he cut it again yesterday, not pleased by its long 

length. His violet serpent-like eyes were hidden behind black sunglasses. 

"Welcome back, young master Felix. I hope you had a pleasant flight." Leila and Jack bowed their head 

and greeted Felix politely. 

They didn't react too much to his appearance because they had already seen it before during a skype 

conversation. So, they were already quite familiar with his new looks. 

"Thank you for coming here to welcome me." Felix replied with a chuckle while giving them each a quick 

hug. 

After doing so, he handed his luggage to Jack and trod forward with his hands folded behind his back. 

"Update me on each building progress. Keep it short." He requested from Leila. 

Leila followed after him while reading from a small note she prepared just for this question. "First the 

Seaport and the hospital remodeling had finished completely last month. All of the faulty equipment 

was replaced with brand new ones." She paused for a second to hear Felix's response. 

"Good, carry on please." 

Leila flipped the page after noticing that Felix did not ask about the details she wrote on them. She then 

continued on her report. "As for the residential Area and the Airport, our analytics predicted that we will 

finish their construction remodeling in 4 months if we kept going at this pace." 

Felix did not reply, as he was staring in fascination at the newly remodeled interior of the airport. 

Everything that he saw on Eddie's design was in its place, from the baggage carousel that was inside an 

artificial waterfall, which was fixed using a unique method to not spill a single drop on the luggage, to 

flower gardens that were designed as pearl shapes in a wide area. 

If someone saw those flower gardens from the floors above, they could easily notice that they were 

placed in specific positions to make a large 'SKY' word. 

This combination signified the name of the Island 'Sky Pearl'. 

Felix wanted to use this design even if he kicked Eddie away, simply because of those beautiful 

aesthetics. Those were but merely two of the many ones. 

He stopped looking around and asked Leila suddenly. "What happened to Eddie? Did he leave after 

refusing the punishment?" 



Leila shook her head and giggled slightly after remembering what Eddie said to her. "He told me that 

even if you beat him up he will not leave. Because he thinks that this is the best design he made so far, 

and he wants to see through its end." 

Amused, Felix chuckled lightly and said, "No wonder he lusted for the best resources. He plans to turn 

his airport into one of the best." 

"Whatever let him do as he pleases as long as he knows his limit. Now tell me about the Hotel. Did 

Abigail start remodeling it yet?" 

"Yes, but she just started last month after the hospital finished. So nothing much changed yet." 

"Alright, I will go take a look at other buildings later, for now, I will head to my suite. In 2 hours both of 

you pay me a visit, I need to show you something. Understood?" He instructed them while entering his 

ride home. 

"Yes young master." they answered while bowing their heads. 

Just as Felix wanted to close the door, he heard them thank him again for the gifts he sent before. 

Felix merely waved his hand with a mild smile on his face, "Don't mention it." 

Chapter 80:Activating The VR Pod 

Felix reached the hotel in only 10 minutes by using the newly constructed highway that connected the 

airport and the hotel. 

The chief constructors decided to first build solid paths in the island, to facilitate the movement of their 

vehicles, since it was impossible to rush the construction within two years if the paths connecting the 

island were uneven. 

Felix gave the green light for the chiefs to do as they please after he left. Honestly, it was the best 

decision he made, simply because he knew absolutely nothing about construction. 

It was always better to let the professional do their jobs than to arrogantly give retarded orders just 

because he was the boss. 

This was the result of Felix leaving his hand out of everything. 

Two buildings were done, two others were on the way, and the last one had just begun construction. 

Felix immediately went to his suite without bothering anyone from doing their job. Good thing, he wore 

sunglasses hiding his eyes, as every lady he met on the way gave him a 2nd glance, appreciating his 

handsome appearance. 

But that was it, non of them left their work station to hit on him since Felix was emitting an obvious 

'don't approach me vibe.' 

After entering his bedroom he removed his clothes and straightway took a quick shower. A few minutes 

later, he wore a new pair of clothes and left the suite, planning to scout the buildings' situations to get it 

over with as soon as possible. After all, he was about to enter the UVR and remain inside for a quite long 

time. 



Felix drove by himself towards the Seaport to check on how the remodel turned out. 

12 minutes later, he parked near the dock and exited the jeep. Immediately after seeing the new 

seaport, he could only nod his head in praise. 

Even though nothing major changed from the design itself, nonetheless, all of the equipment now 

looked brand new and clean with red and yellow luster on them after the paint job Berry did. 

The entire seaport now only needed employees and workers to handle its operations. 

"Alright now the residential area and the hospital." Felix didn't spend even two minutes in the seaport 

before reentering the jeep and driving rapidly in the direction of those buildings. 

After 5 minutes he arrived at the center of the Island that turned into a large residential area able to 

host tens of thousands of employees and their families. 

Felix did not step outside of the jeep but merely spectated everything from the window of his car while 

driving by. 

Even though the design was quite standard, it still had all of the foundations needed for a residential 

area, such as school, gyms, grocery shops, parks, pools, and more. The only thing missing was college, 

but he couldn't do much about it. 

At the end of the day, this was just an island, and not a single professor would stay away from the 

academic scene to teach in the middle of nowhere. 

However, Felix already had within the employment contract, that students would have all of their travel 

expenses from the island to the college free of charge. 

Felix specifically wanted for all of his employees to feel complete on this island without lacking anything, 

making his Island a paradise for families. 

Shortly after, he parked near the hospital and entered a clean-looking glass building. 

He surveilled each room and found that everything was proper just like a large hospital. The only 

complaint he had was about the bad shapes of the medical equipment and how outdated they were. 

"Since I already obtained the transfer contract, I can start replacing those equipments with brand new 

ones. I can't have my VIPs insult my island due to them." Felix made a mental note, while walking 

further down the hospital. 

Soon he reached the elevator and clicked on the top floor where the VIP rooms were supposed to be. 

... 

10 minutes later, he left the hospital completely satisfied. 

Everything he saw was perfect, except for the equipment. But that was not Abigail's fault. She did her 

job wonderfully. Now it was his turn to upgrade the hospital. 

Without further ado, he called his aunt Marry and informed her about the current situation. 



"Don't worry dear Felix; I will call Leila to give me all the details of the equipment needed after so I will 

send you a fine." She said calmly. 

"Alright thank you aunty. I will leave the payment for Leila to handle as well." 

"Goodbye dear, and thank you for your gift again. You made me happy after seeing all of my friend's 

envious looks." She giggled like a girl in her teenage days. She truly seemed overjoyed by the everlasting 

youth potion. 

"As long as you are happy aunty, talk to you later." Felix hanged up, smiling. 

..... 

1 hour later, the blue fatty worm brought Felix his VR pod and left while throwing some insults at Felix 

for no reason. 

Felix touched the large silver metallic pod gently, and felt the smoothness of its material. He then clicked 

a blue button at the side, and the glass door slid to the side revealing the comfortable interior. 

He stepped in and lay down for a few seconds, then stood up in satisfaction. 

"Good the measurements are correct." he turned slightly to the left and clicked another button. 

This time a small window of glass brightened up, showing 60 blue tubes of nutrition. Felix opened the 

window and lifted one of them. 

"One will last me for a week, which means I can stay inside the UVR for 60 weeks straight without worry 

about my health." He murmured. 

Although he could stay that long inside the UVR, Felix never planned on doing so, since he needed to 

keep integrating his bloodline from time to time. 

But that was only if he possessed the required J?rmungandr bloodline. Otherwise, he could stay as much 

as possible inside until he found some. 

After few minutes of checking the condition of the pod, Felix was quite satisfied by what he saw. He 

exited the pod and lifted it up like a feather, planning to install it in his bedroom. 

A few minutes later, he finished its installation and called for Leila and Jack to come to his room. Both of 

them were already near the hotel, so they didn't take much time to arrive. 

Felix brought them to his bedroom and showed them the pod. He then began explaining how he 

planned to spend those three months in the hotel. 

"This is a VR Pod that I bought. I will use it to spend the majority of my time inside. So don't allow 

anyone to enter and bother me. I will call you whenever I am out. Understood?" 

"Yes young master Felix." they bowed their heads, trying their best to hide that a hint of envy after 

seeing the famous VR pod that could allow one to live as long as possible inside the UVR. 

But they didn't dare greed over it or disobey Felix, especially now after they spent a huge amount of 

effort to get into his good shoes. 



Felix excused them with a wave of a hand and removed all of his clothes. He then stepped inside the pod 

and lay peacefully. 

"Queen please activates all of the pod systems." 

"How long do you plan to stay inside Sir Felix?" 

"It depends on the situation." 

"Alright Sir, the systems are on. You can start whenever you like." 

"Good, begin at once." 

Immediately after, a needle connected with a tube penetrated his left arm and started injecting the blue 

nutrition moderately. 

Since Felix was using the best of the best nutrients, he wouldn't need to urinate or defecates for the 

entire duration. 

Felix bought the best merely to avoid relying on the other unspeakable tubes under his rear, which were 

prepared for the broke poor users. Like Felix in his previous life. 

He never wanted to experience that horror again. 

 


